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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ LETTERS
Editor:

James Rusk replies:

James Rusk's letter in the Planetarian, Vol. 12, No.4,
commenting on my earlier correspondence, contains
apparent inaccuracies. Rusk dismisses a study reported by
Dr. Jerry Bergman in the Phi Delta Kappa booklet Teaching About the Creation/Evolution Controversy because,
in Rusk's words, it "relies on 'research' done by creationists at creation-oriented church schools. No one should
be surprised at the conclusion Bergman draws:'

Mr. Mitchell fai Is to note that Bergman's booklet
relies on one study only, and that study, by Richard Bliss,
was published in fCR Impact Series, a creationist
"research" publication. Thus, I think Bergman's work is
biased; Mr. Mitchell thinks it objective. The interested
reader can judge for himself or herself.
I feel (as Mr. Mitchell does not) that the so-called
controversy between evolution and creationism has no
place in the public school. It makes as much sense to
introduce the creationist/evolution debate into the
classroom as it does to introduce the flat earth/spherical
earth debate (there are those who feel that the Bible
teaches that the earth is flat).

First, Bergman is the author of the booklet, not the
study. This particular study, showing student test score improvements when both creationist and evolutionist interpretations were compared in the classroom, originated from
Richard Bliss, director of science in the Unified School
District of Racine, Wisconsin, and formed a part of his 1978
doctoral dissertation at the University of Sarasota. The group
of teachers involved was chosen to achieve equal balance
as to personal belief in creation or evolution. The booklet
also mentions a similar instructional format, not a part of the
same study, at the University of Michigan. Such environments
can hardly be called "creation-oriented church schools:'

Finally, Mr. Mitchell must surely realize that the
body of scientific knowledge today is so great that the
student must sometimes "regurgitate a set of prescribed
answers." The alternative, researching and questioning
every scientific advancement of the last 300 years, would
be impossible.
Besides, there are certainly enough genuine scientific mysteries that we don't have to resort to a controversy
that was settled in the 19th centu ry.

My reason for mentioning the booklet, however,
went beyond this particular test score study. Bergman
appears to do an admirably objective journalistic report
on the creation/evolution controversy. His booklet also
contains a lucid outline of the logical and philosophical
problems evident in the controversy, especially the uncertainties involved in using experimental data to arrive
at historical truth (extrapolation is a difficulty for both
creationists and evolutionists). I obviously recommend
the booklet for thorough perusal.

I believe that what science education needs today is
not the debating society atmosphere Mr. Mitchell seems
to advocate, but sound science well taught.

Editor's Note: And let's hear no more on this specific issue. How about some questions/comments regarding others?

I did not say in my letter, as Mr. Rusk commented,
"that science should be done by either letting junior high
students weigh the so-called conflicting evidence and
render a judgment, or by letting the public at large vote
on what is or is not science." (Mr. Rusk seems to feel the
need for an immediate vote, a quick judgment.) I am suggesting, on the contrary, that this controversy can be better used as a tool in teaching an ongoing examination
of philosophical assumptions, experimental data, and extrapolations of data into the futu re and past.

Planetarian Readers:
I would like to introduce myself as the new IPS
Advertising Coordinator. By Jeanne Bishop's appointment,
and with Jordan Marche's permission, I will be handling
the advertisi ng for the Planetarian.

Better a student learn to ask (of self and others)
logical questions, than merely to regurgitate a set of
prescribed answers. One who only copies the thoughts
of others is subject to being led as if blind. This, I suggest, is the most dangerous form of ignorance, and our
greatest challenge as science educators.
Therefore, rather than demand a creed, let us stimulate the higher-level thinking processes.

Under Jordan's editorship, the Planetarian has taken
on a newer, more professional look. To maintain the progress he has made, it has become clear that we need
some way to help pay for the publication of our journal
- a way that will help it become less dependent on dues
as a source of income. We feel that advertising revenues
can supplement dues as that source.

Henry H. Mitchell

continued on page 73
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THE USE OF STUFFED ANIMALS
IN CONSTELLATION IDENTIFICATION
Rita Garton-lurz
Lakeview Museum Planetarium
Peoria, lfIinois
Years after a child's first encounter with a planetarium, s/he may recall it to an analyst by saying, "They
began with sudden sensory deprivation, followed by
total immersion into the unknown and some psychology
test using dots of light. Then they told me the Sun had
only five billion years of existence left, and my life has
been meaningless ever since:'

a scorpion means calling a pest exterminator, and who
walk out having discovered that Scorpius, the Scorpion,
is a nicely visible summer constellation and is relatively
harmless. Some of the changes in attitude and information are due to our audiences having seen and examined
real representatives of the various constellations known
to both ancient and modern man.

Before you toss your next group of children into the
dome, douse the lights, blind them with a few dozen constellation identifications, and confront them with the
cold, infinite, catastrophic
totality of entropy, THINK.
Wouldn't something soft and
warm be preferable? Before
you try to inject sense and
sensibility into the universe
for children and innocent
adults, you must first give
them something to hold onto.
Largely due to a complete
lack of Greek and Arabic
studies in the primary grades,
most people today fai I to
find much significance in
constellation patterns and
names. "Clash Of The Titans"
helped, but it was no
Bullfinch's Mythology.

To duplicate these results, planetarians who previously only debited their special effects budgets in toy
stores when they needed a new, rain-making squirt gun,
are urged to look fu rther into
the stuffed animal and Barbie
Doll sections in search of illustrative materials. Even garage
sales and home decorating
parties (a lot like Tupperware
parties) can be productive
sources of educational rummage to be used in the con
version of amoebic dot-to-dot
pictures into a tangible experience at the planetarium.

In planetariums, to
make star-learning easier,
the constellation patterns
are drawn on the dome's star
field and described. Unfortunately, even this is too
abstract for many. For in-:
stance, Bootes in the night
sky nowhere resembles a
man, let alone a bear-driver;
and his particular myth is
obscure. At Lakeview PlaneFigure 1:
tarium in Peoria, Illinois, we
have found that, when presenting a basic astronomy
show to largely non-science-oriented groups, a little
anthropomorphic (or zoomorphic) representation can be
an effective learning link-up. This is especially relevant
to those people who have walked in believing that seeing

There is a certain risk
of having your planetarium
someti mes resem ble a daycare center and having your
staff regress into long-abandoned teddy-bear-holding
habits. However, you may
well find, as we have, that the
multitude of stuffed animals
which can be used will have
a marked effect on the retention factor of constellation
identifications. It seems that
a person who has befriended
a stuffed lion while watching
a show is far more likely to
remember Leo The Lion than
is someone who has merely ;
Learning Leo
been shown the backwards
question mark and following triangle. Besides helping with
memory and explanations in the dome, "stuffed constellations" have the advantage of being portable symbols
when astronomical presentations are made to groups
outside the planetarium, especially in school classrooms.
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1.

What began for us as a gimmick is now regarded
as one of our most valuable teaching aids, largely due
to the enthusiastic response of children. Often, a kind
of "bonding" occurs. For instance, a child holding
Canises Major and Minor will then demand to have
repeated the names of the particular stars which mark
"his" constellations.

Skywatches

During the skywatches, those contellations currently visible are dispensed amongst audience members
after they have located each particular constellation on
thei r star charts.

2.

Regional Groupings

Regional groupi ngs are identified, such as the
Winter Circle, or North Circumpolar Constellations:
Ursas Major and Minor (of which the washing instruction tag on Ursa Minor is used to identify Polaris); Draco,
the Dragon; Cassiopeia, the Queen; Cepheus, the King;
and Camelopardus, who, mistakenly identified by our
mascot as a camel, is a giraffe.

Even though we have been able to accumulate
over 30 of the more popular constellations such as
Taurus, the Bull (a particular favorite of schoolteachers);
Aquila, the Eagle, and the rest of the Summer Triangle;
Pegasus, the Flyi ng Horse; and U rsas Major and Mi nor,
certain constellations have defied realization despite
special order requests at all area toy departments. If any
readers know of or can persuade a toy manufacturer to
construct an Auriga for us, we would be most grateful,
as it is the only constellation missing from our Winter
Circle Panorama. It has almost been worth the void,
though, tobe able to confound naive toy store salesgirls
by asking for a stuffed "man holding three goats in his
arms, driving a Roman chariot pulled by a team of
eight horses."

3.

The Zodiac

For our depiction of the Zodiac, we have substituted
the Teapot for the Archer and a crayfish for the Scorpion.
At present, we are awaiting the arrival of our stuffed goat
wearing water wings (for Capricornus), and lack only
Cancer, the Crab (except on those days when a certain
staff member is out of sorts).

4.
The passing out of our touchable constellations is
never just a haphazard bombing of the audience with
toys. Rather, it is always coordi nated wi~h the program
being presented. At Lakeview, even though this job is
largely the responsibility of our extraterrestrial mascot,
Suluna, it can be carried out by congenial humans as
well. Several situations are especially well-correlated to
th is form of instruction:

The four Seasons

With the star projector (or other object) representing the Sun, an assortment of each season's constellations are dispensed in order around the dome (or room).
The narrator portrays the Earth and passes in front of each
season's constellations.

5.

Specific Show Mentions

If a feature show describes six assorted constellations, those six are shown and explained before the program
begins, usually as a part of our mascot's show warm-up.

Figure 2: Primordial Fireball/"Big Crunch"

6.

Sudden Star Projector failure

When the dome is packed and all
fuses have blown, a few dozen stuffed constellations hasti Iy laid out on a bl ue or black
velvet bedspread can be an excellent approximation of the Universe.
In addition to these several methods
of stuffed star-study, cosmological theories
can be illustrated usi ng small plastic bei ngs
and creatures. Figure 2 gives a tidy 2-dimensional view of the primordial fireball. And,
for philosophical deference to any
persons unimpressed by
pictu res, we offer (with the same
graph) a final theory-The Big Crunch. The
Big Crunch occurs when all the polyester
fiberfill in the Universe comes together in
ultimate collapse-providing that stuffed
animals can account for enough mass to
close the Universe. D
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Elissa

Makohn

7 Franklin Street
Woburn, MA 01801
(poetic embellishments by Diane Ackerman)
Editor's Note-This article has been adapted from its first appearance in STAR
Fiction Poetry Association, Jan;-Feb. 7983, 6[7].
Science fiction poetry, like planetarium technique,
is based not so much on "Show me;' as it is on "Take me
there; I want to see this for myself' The advantage of the
planetarium over poetry is that the images are already
there to be discoursed upon; the advantage of poetry over
the planetarium is that poetic images have the versatility
of language, with its rhythms and metaphors, behind
them. Poets have the dual task of creating the picture as
well as elaborating upon it, but the aim is the same: to
"travel" to the planet, starship, or galaxy, and to surrender to the illusion of "being there,"

VISUAL: STILL SHOT
In Diane Ackerman's THE PLANETS: A COSMIC
PASTORAL, "Venus" is accompanied by a NASA photograph of the planet. I n the poem, Ackerman does not
aim to place us in orbit, but gives us proximity to Venus
by bringing it to us, clothed in Earthly style:
"a whirling sylph
whose white robe stripes
around; taffeta
wimpled like a nun's headcloth"
In this way, Venus is literally "dressed" before us,
and the distance between the planet and the observer
is decreased by attention to intimate detail. In a planetarium, Venus's cloud formations are immediately apparent
to the observer. But when an observer must depend
strictly upon words in order to "see" clouds that are
characteristically Venusian and not cumulus, metaphor
must be added. It provides a comparison, and a new
insight as to what a cloud looks like.
be

thi ng for an audience
look like taffeta
for the

the newsletter of the Science

VISUAL: MOTION
Script: "From our spacecraft, we can easily see the
light-colored bands of gas on Saturn, and its rings 17Q,OOO
miles across, . , And here comes one of Saturn's moons,
but what's happening? The moon has just disappeared!
It's still there, but it has entered into Saturn's shadow,
where we can't see it:'
The narrative is certainly not poetry. However, it
accompanies the illusion of motion (via slew or other
special effect) in order to get the concept of an eclipse
across. In doing so, it uses a superimposition of images:
planet, traveling moon, and an invisible "barrier" through
which the moon passes and vanishes.
In "Saturn;' Ackerman treats the motion and
pearance of the moons not with an eclipse, but with
albedos. The technique is one of
the light-dark
contrast between objects so that some of the objects are
lost in glare:
", . , Wide open,
the ri ngs hustle tons of light (more even
than the planetmain, coming on
so strong in the winter sky
that Dione and Tethys
pale away .. :'
and then accentuating the contrast to give a zooming-out
effect of motion
last two words of the above passage
are repeated for
CT ...:~uru,,,:u

cats
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Mike Chauvin
Bishop Museum Planetarium
Honolulu, Hawaii
PREfACE

Human interest in the possible existence of extraterrestrial intelligence may be as aged and inveterate as
terrestrial intelligence itself. Metrodorus of Chios, the
Greek philosopher and disciple of Democritus, thought
it absurd to consider the earth the only populated world;
and Lucretius (c. 98-55 B.C.), the Roman poet-philosopher, argued that because nothing in the universe is the
only one of its kind, it is likely that there are other
"earths" elsewhere inhabited by a varied assortment of
men and beasts.

In the astronomer's search for extraterrestrial intelligence (the acronym for which is SET!)" the root question is: Is there intelligent life 2 elsewhere in this vast
universe, or are we denizens of earth alone?
It is helpful, when considering such a question, to
examine the logical nature of the problem before launching into the empirical-scientific attempt(s) to resolve it.
Such an examination is epistemologically significant
because it helps, a priori, to delimit human knowledge.
And, derivatively, it shows that the scientific enterprise
may be assisted by a bit of sober armchair thinking (i.e.,
philosophy)-or severely hampered or misdirected
without such thinking.

In the United States in the 1980's, this interest in
"alien" life continues unabated, to wit:
At about the same time that the Emmy Awardwinning "Cosmos" television series was making Carl
Sagan's name as familiar to the American public as Howard
Cosell's, Mr. Sagan, a SETI advocate, was being installed
as the President of the Planetary Society. Formed in 1980,
the Society boasts of being "the largest space interest
group in the world:' The financial arm of this Society was
metaphorically up the sleeve of astronomer Sagan who,
on March 7, 1983, ceremoniously dashed a bottle of
champagne against an 84-foot radio telescope in Massachusetts to mark the beginning of a major, long-term SETI
program. Professor Paul Horowitz, Harvard University
physicist, is now sweeping the sky with this mechanical
ear for evidence of extraterrestrial intelligent life. (See
Sky & Telescope, May 1983; Harvard University Gazette,
January 14, 1983.)

First, then, a few words about the nature of logic.
The classical or Aristotelean study of the logic of
deduction involves propositions, called "categorical propositions:' of four different forms.3 These are illustrated
by the following four examples:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All cows are herbivores.
No cows are herbivores.
Some cows are herbivores.
Some cows are not herbivores.

These may be written symbolically as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

As such efforts transpire, an interstellar message
engraved on a 6-by-9-inch plaque aboard the Pioneer
spacecraft wanders the heavens, waiting to be plucked
from the sky by curious space creatures-like a bottle set
adrift in a starry sea.

All S is P. (Universal Affirmative proposition)
No S is P. (Universal Negative proposition)
Some S is P. (Particular Affirmative proposition)
Some S is not P. (Particular Negative proposition)

where the letters Sand P represent the subject and
predicate terms, respectively. (The type of proposition is
indicated in parentheses.)

Meanwhile, back home on the Blue Planet, wideeyed terrestrials continue queuing up, many for a second
time, to imbibe the cinematic mystery and adventure of
"ET' and "Return of the Jedi:'

'See The Search of Extraterrestrial Intelligence, prepared by
NASA, and ed. by Morrison, Billingham, and Wolfe (Dover, 1979). On
page 4, one reads: "How far and how hard we will need to look before
we find a signal (of extraterrestrial intelligence), or before we become
at last convinced that our nature is rare in the Universe, we cannot
now know." It is the purpose of this essay to demonstrate what we
can now know; and what we shou Id never expect to know.

Not insignificantly, the U.S. Congress has, in its
fashion, awakened to the clamor: $1.5 million was appropriated for SETI in NASA's 1983 budget.

2The term "intelligent life" may be interpreted in either the
singular or plural; may be taken as meaning conscious aliens,
humanoids-perhaps even gods, if gods are thought to be observableor any single member of any of these classes of beings. The logical
foundations of the essay remain unaltered.

It is therefore timely, during a period of such
feverish interest in extraterrestrials, real or imagined, by
scientists, theatergoers, politicians and the general public,
that some sobering thoughts be proffered for the consideration of both believers and skeptics.

31rving M. Copi, Introduction to Logic, fourth edition (Macmillan, 1972), pp. 148 ff.
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Now take the universal affirmative proposition, "All
cows are herbivores;' and ask: Is it true or false? If we are
empiricists and of the opinion that our decision must rest
upon observation, we proceed by observing the culinary
preferences of all cows. But how many is "all"? The problem would be simplified if we could say, "All cows presently living on the Parker Ranch are herbivores;' because
by counting heads, i.e., by simple enumeration, we could
decide how many "all" entails, say 5,001. But if by "all"
(in any proposition of the form "All S is P") is meant a set
whose members are either (1) infinite, or (2) indefinitely
large and incapable of being enumerated-be it cows or
people, stars or atoms, or "intelligences'~then the proposition cannot be VERIFIED by empirical observation.

Propositions containing 'all' or 'none' can be disproved by empirical data, but not proved except
in logic and mathematics. We can prove 'all pri mes
except 2 are odd', because this follows from definitions; but we cannot prove 'all men are mortal',
because we cannot prove that we have overlooked
no one ... Since we cannot examine everything,
we cannot KNOW general propositions empirically.
He continues:
... Empirical evidence can prove propositions containing 'a' or 'some', and can disprove propositions'
containing ... 'all', or 'none: It cannot disprove
propositions containing 'a' or 'some; and cannot
prove propositions containing ... 'all; or 'none:

However, such a proposition can be easily FALSIFIED by a single observation, e.g., of a carnivorous cow.

The problem is compounded by considering not
simply the (hereassumed) indeterminable number of
things in the universe, but also its gargantuan size (spatially) and the avai lable means of exploring it.

This is what is mean by 'the logician's statement:
Universal propositions are not conclusively verifiable, but
they are conclusively falsifiable. 4

Consider this thought experiment: Suppose that we
could give a man as long as he desires to personally explore
his entire known universe in search of beings similar to
himself. When he finishes his task, supposing that his
search is futile, can we then correctly conclude that he
is really alone in his universe? Does he really know that
he has searched everywhere? That he has overlooked
nothing? That he has examined, and perhaps enumerated,
everything? Perhaps he should go around a second time,
and then a third? Perhaps those for whom he searches
are purposely hiding? Perhaps they are constantly mobile
and move when he does? Must not the hunted be where
the hunter looks when he looks in order to be confronted? Such doubts will only be put to rest if "others"
truly exist and if they are found. There is a large and
logically unbridgable chasm between the statement, "They
haven't been found;' and the statement, "They don't
exist:' We might empirically/observationally confirm the
existence of X. But something whi.ch doesn't exist, ipso
facto/ cannot be observed and therefore its non-existence
cannot be empirically/observationally established.

Let's continue by showing that this is also true of
universal negative propositions.
Take the proposition: No extraterrestrial intelligence
exists. This may be restated, in the logical form "No S
is pIlI as No intelligent thing/being is an extraterrestrial
th i ng/bei ng.
It follows from what has already been said that this
is not VERIFIABLe it is only FALSIFIABLE. It can be shown
to be false by the discovery of a single counter-example,
i.e., by the discovery of a single instance of extraterrestrial
intelligence. But it cannot be conclusively verified because
the things/beings of the universe are so numerically large
as to be indefinitely large, hence innumerable. s
Now let's take the particular (or "singular", or "existential") affi rmative proposition: Some extraterrestrial
intelligence exists. In the logical form "Some S is P;' this
is rewritten: Some intelligent thing/being is an extraterrestrial th i ng/bei ng.
In logical parlance, this type of categorical proposition is the "contradictory" of a universal negative proposition, and as such can be conclusively VERIFIED but
not conclusively FALSIFIED. In order to falsify it, we
would have to verify its contradictory, "No S is P," which,
as we have seen, can't be done due to the impossibility
of knowing how many members are contained in the set
specified by the phrase "All things/beings in the universe:'
(If an enumeration of this set's members were possible,
it would perhaps then be possible to examine the
members to try to determi ne which, if any, fit the description "extraterrestrial intelligence:'6)

The conclusion to be drawn for the purposes of this
essay is this: The statement (A) "Some extraterrestrial intelligence exists;' is such that, if true, it can, logically, be
continued on page 74
4 J. 0. Urmson, Philosophical Analysis; (Oxford University Press,
1967), p. 113.

sSome might say not innumerable but "infinite." I do not go
that far because empircal observation of anything "infinite" is problematic. See, e.g., Bertrand Russell, "The Problem of Infinity Considered Historically," in J. J. c. Smart, Problems of Space and Time
(Macmillan, 1964), pp. 145-159.
61 am ignoring the problems of such a description. Alas! Is there
even a consensus of opinion as to the nature of terrestrial intelligence?

The mathematician, logician and philosopher
Bertrand Russell succinctly summarizes these ideas
as follows: 7

7The Basic Writings of Bertrand Russell; ed. by Egner and
Denonn, (Simon and Schuster, 1961), p. 130.
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THE MAKING OF:
"POVERTY POINT -- LOUISIANA'S STONEHENG
Thomas W. Hocking

St. Charles Parish Library Planetarium
Luling Louisiana
so he took responsibility for the visuals. I undertook
to do some research on the culture and the site (working at a library HAS its advantages!) and came up with
a draft outline for the script which we would discuss later
that summer.

In northeastern Louisiana, near the town of Epps,
lies the remains of what might have been the largest
solsticial observatory on the planet.
Imagine a horseshoe-shaped collection of manmade mounds and ridges encompassing a central plaza,
three-quarters of a mile in diameter. Today, the site does
not look too impressive from the ground, but from the
air, it becomes very obvious that these features are not
of natural origin. Analysis of the material excavated so
far from the Poverty Point site indicates that the giant
earthworks were constructed circa 1000 B.C. The Poverty
Point culture is significant because they are the oldest
people who lived in the lower Mississippi Valley that
we know substantially anything about. They dwelt at
many locations throughout the South from the period
1700 B.C.-700 B.C.

Afterward, we commenced a series of weekly
meetings, usually in Baton Rouge, where we would discuss our progress-or lack of it. Finally, after digesting all
the available bibliographic materials on the Poverty Point
site, we thought we were at the stage to properly u ndertake a photographic tour of the area and meet with some
people who ran the State Commemorative Area there.
After exposing several hundred frames offilm, including
a 360 0 panorama taken from the center of the ancient
plaza, we found ourselves-in mid-November-ready to
start putting everything together. And with the show
slated to open April 2nd of the following year, it turned
out to be not a moment too soon.

What is the significance of the site? Why was such
a large series of earthworks built? This seems to be what
the scientific community likes to argue about.

I don't know why it seems to be, but no matter what
the good intentions of planetarium show producers are,
shows are perennially installed at seemingly the last
minute. We were determined not to let this happen to
us, and yet it did-both times. You see, our joint production was to run in both installations for an overlapping
time period. The show opened in Baton Rouge on April 2nd
and continued until June 12th. It opened on May 2nd
in Luling and ran until June 29th. Naturally, this necessitated the production of two of everything, with some
modifications for my place (which is the smallest public
planetarium in the state). For instance, we had to adapt
the 12-panel photographic pan to fit our 6.1 m dome.
You should have seen the amazed looks on the faces of
audience members, who didn't expect a small planetarium to be able to deliver the gee-whiz effects of the
larger planetariums.

Although I was mildly acquainted with archaeoastronomy prior to my investigation of the Poverty Point
site, I really couldn't quite relate to it. Then, I spotted a
small article in the June, 1982 issue of SCIENCE DIGEST
which spoke of "Louisiana's 3,000-year-old calendar:' I
decided that THIS would be something which might
develop into a planetarium show on archaeoastronomy
and would interest local folks as well as lend itself to
nationwide distribution.
The problem was how to produce such a program, considering that ours is a one-person operation.
Shortly after arriving here as Director, I visited most of the
neighboring planetariums, among them the Louisiana
Arts and Sciences Center in Baton Rouge. I was impressed
with what the full-time staff (both of them!) could do,
using the only Zeiss planetarium in the state. And since
the LASC was the closest major planetarium to Luling
(about 80 miles), I brought up my idea on a Poverty Point
show to the Co-Curators, Messrs. Sam Mims and Wayne
Coskrey. They were very enthusiastic about the subject.
After conferring briefly about the proposal, it was decided
that we could distribute the labor among the three of us
so each would be working "in his own element:'

Our original "master plan" was to co-produce the
show and then, if economy permitted, seek grants to
distribute the show elsewhere (or at least to all of the
planetariums in Louisiana that were capable of presenting it). At this time, the state government isn't likely to
come through with any funds; but the show is one of
those which, with only a few minor changes, would probably not go out of date too fast.

Sam is a professional musician in addition to being
Co-Curator, so naturally he would prepare an original
soundtrack for the show. Wayne is an excellent artist,

continued on page 12
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A SURVEY
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THE STARLAB
Elizabeth Wasiluk
Bishop Planetarium
Bradenton, Florida
HISTORY OF THE PORTABLE PLANETARIUM
The concept of a portable planetarium is not a new
idea. In 1948, there were reports of a "portable"

SAMPLE SIZE
The survey sample was drawn entirely from names
given to me from Learning Technologies. Although the ques-'
tionnaires were mailed to 19 facilities, 12 responded with
complete or nearly-complete answers. The names and locations of these selected facilities, and their responses, follow.

planetarium made from 3,500 pieces of plywood. It took
an entire day to set up and required six people to lift it
from the pedestal. (Starlab News, p. 2)

Fernbank Science Center
Atlanta, GA
USA

An inflatable planetarium is also not a new concept.
A planetarium with an air-supported dome was reportedly
used twenty years ago by the Howe School in Akron, Ohio
(Kerick, 1963). But it took a merger of the two independent ideas to make either of them a commercial success.

Sandy Creek Nature Center
Athens, GA
USA

DEVELOPMENT OF THE STARLAB PLANETARIUM

Colorado Outdoor Education Center
Florissant, CO
USA

The Starlab Planetarium was conceived by Philip
Sadler, a student at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
who later did his thesis research on the subject. He then
took his idea to Learning Technologies, Inc., which began
marketing Starlab in 1976. Today, Mr. Sadler is President
of Learning Technologies.

Provincial Museum of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
Canada
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, CA
USA

USE OF STARLAB
This paper will not address the technical specifications of the equipment, nor will it detail some of the problems encountered with its usage-these points have
already been covered in the literature (see Bibliography).
Most articles written have also dealt with how the Starlab
Planetarium has been loaned to schools, and some of
the ways in which teachers have used it in working with
their classes. The journals that I su rveyed, however, did
not go into detail about the actual concepts which Starlab
is being used to teach and that is why this particular
su rvey was undertaken.

Talcott Mountain Science Center
Avon, CT
USA
Pacific Science Center
Seattle, WA
USA
Indiana State Museum
Indianapolis, IN
USA

THE SURVEY

North Carolina Museum of Life and Science
Durham, NC
USA

Because the survey's main purpose was to draw a
comparative usage picture of the various planetariums,
I designed a rating scale together with a list of "choices:'
to evaluate this. The subject most frequently taught was
to be marked with a 1; the next most frequently taught
with a 2, and so forth, up to six possible usages. If two
subjects were taught with equal emphasis, they could be
rated with the same number.

Discovery Center
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
USA
Buffalo Museum of Science
Buffalo, NY
USA

In addition to this information gathered, I also included questions on the survey regarding the educational
background and years in the facility of its staff. These
results are summarized first, below.

Roanoke Valley Science Museum
Roanoke, VA
USA
10

RESULTS
Years at the

6-"'.r'.6.j~"

Staff
Individuals regularly using the Starlab planetarium
classified themselves according to the following categories (with some checking more than one answer):

With regards to the number of years the respondent had spent at the facility, the range was from 1 to
11 years. The average (mean) was 5.5.

Full-time museum educator(s) ................. .4
Part-time museum educator ..................... 2
Full-time planetarium professional ............ 3
Part-time planetarium professional ............ 2
Volunteer ................................................. 2
Other ...................................................... 2

Years in the Profession
Under "years in the museum profession:' the range
was much larger, from 0 years to 12 years, with the mean
being 6.3. Two respondents also reacted to this statement with, "I am a teacher" and "actually environmental education:' This leads to the conclusion that not
everyone who works in a museum sees themselves as
museum professionals.

The "others" specified were "memorial property managers" and teachers in schools. Note that in some cases,
Starlabs were used only in outreach programs. Also, while
"full-time museum educator" was often marked, those
individuals were not necessarily full-time Starlab operators.

Education
For education, the totals broke down into:
B.A .......................................................... 3
B.S .......................................................... 7

Number of Planetariums
Six facilities had only one planetarium. Each of these,
of course, was a Starlab. Four facilities were recorded as
havi ng 2 planetari u ms. I n each of these cases, one of the
two was a Starlab.

M.A ......................................................... 2
M.S ......................................................... 2
Ph.D ........................................................ 0
Note that some respondents carried more than one degree.
Disciplines mentioned were as follows:

Finally, one facility owned 3 planetaria, two of
which were Starlabs.

Ancient History
Astronomy
Astrophysics
Biology-2 respondents
Botany
Elementary Education
Geography
Industrial Education/Exhibits Production
Physics-2 respondents
Science/Secondary Education

Use of the Starlab Planetarium
The table below relates the possi ble choices and
assigned rati ng of usage. These categories were chosen
both from the literatu re and from the names of the
transparent cylinders that are made for Starlab projection.
The obvious "winner" was star and constellation
identification. Not surprisingly, it was selected first by
nearly everyone.

USE OF THE STARLAB PLANETARIUM
Choice
Star and constellation identification
Showing concepts of day and night
Showing concepts of the seasons
Teaching celestial coordinates
Teaching celestial navigation
Teaching Greek & Roman mythology
Teaching American Indian mythology
Biology
Plate Tectonics
Other geological studies
Geography
Observational Astronomy, Deep-sky objects
Showing movies, film strips & slide presentations
Portable darkroom
Other sciences
Other subjects

Total
Times Picked

No Rating
Assigned*

12

X
X
X

5
10
2
1
9
6

1st

Number of Times Picked
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

6th

11

2
4

X

2

4
2

3
1
2

1

o
o
X

2
2

2

o
X
X

2
3

*Where marked with an X, this indicates one facility which did not rate, but only checked, those choices indicating generalized usage.
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Next in line were teaching concepts of the seasons,
Greek and Roman mythology, American Indian mythology, and showing concepts of day and night. These cylinders also receive plenty of use.

Nine people felt otherwise. Four expressed a need
for the ability to show the planets. (Starlab does manufacture planet projectors; however, they come only with the
more expensive deluxe model. Its higher price may hinder
the purchase.) Two respondents claimed that the daily rotation rate of Starlab was too slow, and wished it was faster.

Non-astronomical subjects in the planetariums
fared poorly; the plate tectonics and cell structure cylinders recorded the lowest usage.

Any suggestions for further study and research of
this topic would be welcomed by the author. D

Some comments were also gleaned from this section. For example, the American Indian mythology section was done by pre-recorded tape in one instance. The
respondent who listed "Biology" as his primary discipline
used the planetarium to present a "slide show-time
machine on Earth's history:' ,

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Brown, James, "What's New?", Planeta ria n! Vol. 10,
No.4 (Fourth Quarter, 1981), p. 36.

Other sciences listed included:

Dundee, David A., "Review of Starlab Inflatable Planetarium," Astronom~ December 1981, p. 87.

Physics-light and color
Paleontology

"Inflatable Portable Starlab," The Hindu! Bangalore,
Vol. 105, No. 43 (February 20, 1982).

Other subjects listed included:

"Instant Education In Astronomy:' The National Herald!
New Delhi, March 4, 1982.

Cell study
"The People" (a packaged show from Hansen
Planetarium in Salt Lake City.)

Kerick, John, "A Planetarium Your District Can Afford,"
School Management! Vol. 7 (June 1963), p. 70-71.

One teacher even used it to demonstrate concepts of
pressure as the dome was being inflated.

Krause, Jean P., "Afternoon Star Gazing:' Aviation/Space!
Vol. 7, No.3 (May-June 1980), p. 40-41.

Amount of Time Starlab Has Been Used
In The Surveyed facilities

Reed, George, "Starlab Offers A New Mode of Planetarium Activity:' PIa neta ria n! Vol. 8, No.3 (Autumn
1979), p. 27.

This quantity ranged from 7 months to 4 years with
the average being 2.4 years.

Starlab Usage

"The Sky is NOT The Limit:' Starlab News, Vol. 3, No.2,
p.7.

"Last year's" usage of single Starlab planetariums
ranged between 300 and 7,400 people among those
surveyed. The average was approximately 3,500 visitors.
Not included in this tally was the facility which owned
2 Starlabs. They claim to average about 2,200 persons
per month (combined totals).

Waldron, Ron, "Starlab: The Saskatoon Experience:' Planetarian! Vol. 10, NO.4 (Fourth Quarter, 1981), p. 36-40.

"Universe on Wheels," Starlab News! Vol. 3, No.2, p. 2.

THE MAKING OF "POVERTY POINT LOUSIANA'S STONEHENGE?"

facility's Total Attendance, Last Year
Here, the range in reported figures was very large,
with 3,600 being the lowest and 300,000 being the highest.
The average was roughly 87,000. Such a large range probaably makes this figure the least reliable in the entire survey.

... continued from page 9
If anyone is interested in obtaining rights for this
show (©1983 LASC and the St. Charles Parish Library),
please write to Sam, Wayne, or myself.

Starlab Attendance Growth
For the question, "In your opinion, has use and
attendance of your Starlab Planetarium been .. :', seven
out of the twelve completed it by saying increasing. One
respondent said decreasing! and three claimed remaining the same. Only one respondent professed not to have
owned Starlab long enough to have an accurate answer.

Thomas W. Hocking, Planetarium Director
St. Charles Parish Library
P.O. Box 975
Luling, LA 70070-0975
(504) 785-8471
Sam Mims/Wayne Coskrey, Co-Curators
LASC Planetarium
P.O. Box 3373
Baton Rouge, LA 70821
(504) 344-9465 D

Problems/Additional Needs
As to possible problems or additional needs experienced with the design of Starlab (either its inflatable
dome or projector), three respondents listed none.
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Institutional Membership Coordinator Thomas
Hocking is receiving new members at any time of the
year. The first producer taking out an institutional membership is Audio Visual Laboratories, Inc., of Atlantic Highlands, NJ. We welcome all who join IPS under this new
membership category.

PRE IDENT'S
_MESS
E
JEANNE E. BISHOP

So far in 1984, many excellent planetarium meetings
have taken place: GPPA, RMPA (partly in a blizzard!),
SWAP, and MAPS. And SEPA will meet two weeks before
the Monterrey conference. AMPAC has been quite active
in helping with the Monterrey conference. A Colloquium
of European Planetariums met on May 7-8, in Strasbourg,
France with at least 14 different countries represented.
Attendees included IPS President-Elect Alan Friedman.
Dennis Simopoulos, who has served many years as EMPA
Representative to IPS, writes delightedly that the colloquium represented the first real EMPA conference.

Just in case you find that you have the first week
in July now available, but you have not registered for
the Monterrey biennial conference, do not despair! Our
hosts at the Alfa Cultural Center (Centro Cultural Alfa)
say, Ilcome!,1 They can accommodate all on-the-spot
registrations. I find that Continental Airlines offers low
fares and fi ne service into Monterrey from northward
points, although Mexican and AeroMexico also fly south
to Monterrey. For very cheap travel, I understand that
bus transportation is available as well. Alfa planners
have organized a conference that should appeal as a
family vacation as well as an opportunity for professional growth and renewal. The spouse/guest registration
fee, which includes a number of meals and cultural
events, is only $25.

And now I look forward to meeting and talking with
each of you at the next "first" in planetarium conference
history-Monterrey! I hope you can be there. D

Executive Council will meet at the Alfa Center
on Sunday, July 1, a day before the conference begins.
All IPS members are welcome to observe Council operation for a short time or the whole day. If you arrive on
Sunday (sometime before the wine and cheese evening
conference opener), I urge that you stop in. Council work
will include examining proposals for the 1988 conference
site (1986 is Tucson), accepting a slate of candidates
from the Elections Committee, and reviewing a variety
of I PS projects.

LETTERS
continued from page 3
Taking the step of accepting ads is not an easy one
- and I am aware that there are readers who are opposed
to ads in the Planetarian. To them - and to all of you
- I want to say that I will do my best to maintain the
professional, educational image of our journal. To that
end, I have devised a set of guidelines for the ads that
we accept, and will urge each advertiser to adhere closely
to them. I think that our vendor "family" will understand what sort of image we wish to maintain, both in
editorial and commercial content. Fears of sloppy advertising, inappropriate placement and content are justifiable, but I hope that with Jordan's talent for layout and
my familiarity with the advertising world, those fears will
be laid to rest.

The most important new item in IPS operation is
the renewal of advertising in the Planetarian. (Yes, it was
there in the first years of I.P.S., or I.S.P.E.) The law firm
where we are incorporated informed me that there is no
problem with our tax-exempt status, although IPS will
need to pay tax on any advertising earnings above
$5,000. Carolyn Collins Petersen, P.O. Box 3023, Boulder,
Colorado 80307, phone: 303-455-0611, is the I PS Advertising Coordinator. She will work closely with Jordan
Marche to make certain that advertising adds rather than
detracts from the Planetarian. We hope that the first
advertisements will appear in the fourth quarter issue.
Renewal of advertising was important to keeping our
typeset quarterly journal without raising dues. Furthermore, both advertisers and product users should mutually
benefit from the information.

The current plan is to send rate cards to prospective advertisers inviting them to advertise. The first advertising should appear in the Winter issue.
Your comments, suggestions and questions about
our advertising policies are welcome. Please write to me
at P.O. Box 3023, Boulder Colorado 80307. My phone
number is (303) 455-0611 (an answering machine will
take your message if I'm not available). I'd be very happy
to talk to you and answer your questions.

Editor Jordan Marche has changed address but not
his quality editor's job for us on the Planetarian. Our first
quarter issue looked great, and it arrived right on time.
As I write, the rest of the second quarter issue is already
at the printer's.

Carolyn Collins Petersen
IPS Advertising Coordinator
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BEING THERE: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
PLANETARIUM TECHNIQUE AND ASTRONOMICAL POETRY
•.. continued from page 6

AUDIO
The effects of narration were dramatically put across
in Dan Zirpoli's (Davis Planetarium) 1982 IPS paper, "The
Voice Track:' One example included a script on the heat
and mass of the Sun. Against a sound effects background
of bubbling, hissing turbulence, a basso profundo voice
imparted the necessary background information ... with
each word so heavily weighted that the mere sound of
narration suggested enormous mass.

spitting irritation value of hard consonants, and then the
fluidity of open vowels (underlining, and capitalization
in the last lines are mine):

This narrative style, without accompanying sound
effects, came across as downright absurd. But what was
needed was the right mixture of background and foreground. Poetry speaks with one voice (usually), and such
a literal superimposition of sounds is nearly impossible.
The equivalent, then, is to provide the narrative sound
device (meter, alliteration, etc.) within the context of a
compatible setting. Take note of the uses of "0" sounds
in Ackerman's "Cape Canaveral":

raving, avid
for a .!!:eekno!, sinkhole, ~o.!!o, ~un~o!,
Or Even tinY

"You'd need
to cultivate boredom like a crop of Brussels sprouts,
- -learn to
thro!.!le the solar-fi! juS! to think, and end up

bulbs of bactEria
On clOver rOOts that stOre nitrogen cOOl in the
mOcha dirt:'
It may be a good exercise to go to a planetarium
show and keep in mind: How is this concept being
presented visually? Aurally? How is it being described?
How can a poetric description improve on a straight lecture? Scriptwriters need not be poets, but the use of some
of their techniques can aid in putting ideas across. The
value of special visual and aural effects can be increased,
because a "special effect" is also presented on the level
of language. 0

"We glued our hopes
to that apricot whoosh
billowing across the launchpad"
Ackerman uses sound play in "Mercury" as well,
contrasting hot and cool sounds, desert-like lifelessness
and the fecundity of any life at all. This is done with the

THE LOGIC OF SETI
... continued from page 8
shown to be true. If false, it cannot be shown to be false.
That is, in principle, it is empirically verifiable but not
falsifiable. On the other hand, the statement (B} "No
extraterrestrial intelligence exists:' is such that, if false,
it can, logically, be shown to be false. But if true, it cannot be shown to be true. That is, in principle, it is empirically falsifiable but not verifiable. Simply expressed: If ET's
exist, we may some day know that. If they don't, we shall
never know that-which is why, I expect, the search will
nevertheless continue.

Furthermore, if the logician's Law of the Excluded
Middle is correct, we are offered an additional consolation: One of the above statements, either A or B, either
the Particular Affirmative or the Universal Negative, must
be true, the other false. They cannot both be true. Neither
can they both be false. That is just the way the universe
is-or at least that is the way it is believed to be. And
our science rests upon that metaphysical belief, i.e., the
belief that the universe can be understood by what is
called "logical" thinking.

It is important to point out that none of what has
been said above tells us anything about which statement,
A or B, is in fact true! Nor does it tell us what procedures(s) to follow in order to find out which statement
is, in fact, true. But it does, importantly, tell us what to
expect and not expect-and it tells this before we even
begi n our scientific investigations, i.e., A PRIORI.

This is at least a happy beginning. The question now
is: Where to go from here? 0
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Together, through dialogue, song and audience participation, they explore many of the wonderful things to look
for in the day and night sky, from rainbows to the distant, twinkling stars./I

ETTE

Even though advertised only at the Hayden's door
by a placard, "Wonderful
has proven to be extremely
popular during pilot and regular runs. Bill reports he's
now in the process of trying to convince Big Bird's attorney to allow distribution of the show to the planetarium
community. Here's where you come in: Bill needs to
receive letters from you, stating your enthusiasm and support for the show, and how much you'd like to share it
with the children under your dome. Bill adds a note of
caution to this letter campaign. Even though the Muppets
are incredibly popular, and have brought much business
to Hayden in their show, CTW will be turned off on the
distribution idea if Bill presents them with a stack of letters
from money-grubbing planetarians. In other words, in
your letters of support for "Wonderful Sky:' don't mention the aspect of "wonderful income:'

JOHN WHARTON
A quick glance at this issue's installment of "Gibbous
Gazette" might lead you to believe that 1) there's not much
happening in the planetarium community right now, or
2) I've lost contact with the planetarium community. As
it turns out, the latter is correct (I know-some of you
think I "I<.:>st touch" a long time ago). I'm sure the news
is out there; the trouble is that it's in the postal forwarding lanes between Oklahoma City and St. Louis, where
I've set my typewriter up under the dome of McDonnell
Planetarium. Well, my typewriter's not exactly under the
dome. (In fact, my first task as director was to help rip
the place apart. But, more about that later.)
Before getti ng on to what sparse news I have been
able to collect, I'd like to take a few moments to thank
a few people back in Oklahoma City at the Omniplex
Science Museum, who were kind enough to assist with
the IPS publications and this column during the past year.
My heartfelt thanks to Jodi Yancy, Hettie Davis, Terry
McGhee and Wayne Wyrick-if not for their help, then
for their patience when I slipped on (in every sense of
the phrase) my copywriter's visor.

REMEMBER WHEN IT WAS SIMPLE TO PICK ONE OUT?
Add two more planetarium instruments to your
equipment files:
Carl Zeiss, West Germany, has announced the introduction of an intermediate-to-Iarge dome instrument, the
M 1518. With the same dimensions as the previouslyannounced M 1015, this new Zeiss is designed for planetariums with dome diameters of 15 to 18 meters (49 to
60 feet). With a starfield range down to magnitude 6.0,
the M 1518 is available in both manual and automated
configurations. For more information, write: Anthony
Jenzano, Planetarium Counselor, 37 Oakwood Drive,
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 (US).

One thing more, to the affiliate newsletter editors
and individuals with news-please continue to send items
my way. Your contributions to this column are vital, and
appreciated by us all. My new address is: St. Louis Science
Center, 5050 Oakland Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63110.
(And for those of you whose news can't wait, phone

314-652-5500.)

In a more unconventional vein, Minolta has formally announced the introduction of their first foray
into the realm of Space Theaters. Somewhat similar in
concept to the Spitz STS, Minolta's MS 25 is designed for
tilted domes over 20 meters in diameter with-are you
ready?-over 20,000 stars! The MS 25 will make its debut
in 1985 at Tsukuba, Japan under a tilted 26.5 meter dome
(the world's largest). For more information, write: Kosuke
Sasaki, Sasaki Associates, 90 Arch Drive, Holbrook, NY
11741 (US).

A fEW ODD CHARACTERS YOU'D WANT TO HAVE
UNDER YOUR DOME
The highlight of the recent SWAP conference in
Oklahoma City was a banquet address by Dr. Bill Gutsch,
Chairman of the American Museum-Hayden Planetarium. While he dealt in part with the Amateur Space
Telescope, Bill grabbed everyone's attention with an
update on Big Bird under the stars.
As senior science advisor for the Children's Television Workshop, Bill has been able to convince the
guardians of both the Muppets and the Sesame Street Gang
to allow Big Bird, Cookie Monster, Oscar the Grouch,
et al. to appear in a pre-school show called "Wonderful
Sky:' As Bill describes the show, "a teacher-host in the
center of the theater greets the boys and girls and is soon
joined by images of their favorite Sesame Street Muppets.

"WHO'S IN THE BARREL THIS WEEK?"*
(Gleaned from the MAPS "Constellation:' via the
latest GLPA Newsletter.) As with most personalities, astronauts have agents-as least with regard to appearing in
person under your dome. If you have the interest-and
some $$$-for an astronaut visit, contact: Ms. Cindy Brown,
Astronaut Appearances, Public Service Branch, NASA,
continued on page 27
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say that if you miss it, you will be missing one of the
greatest cosmic events since the Big Bang (which I
understand Joe Hopkins is planning on recreating in the
hospitality suite). Conference address is the Bishop
Planetarium, 201 10th St., Bradenton, FL 33505.

REGIONAL
_ROUNDUP
JACK DUNN

In GPPA-Iand, Mueller Planetarium has found a
very active and energetic association with the Prairie
Astronomy Club. Our staff and PAC members have recently
cooperated on a number of public displays, including
observations of both Astronomy Day and the recent partial solar eclipse. The PAC meets monthly at the Hyde
Memorial Observatory, which is a public facility owned
by the city of Lincoln and operated by the PAC and community volunteers. The Planetarium has no official connection with PAC or the Observatory except for the fact
that our staff are members of the former and serve as
volunteers at the latter. To make a long story short, we
saw huge numbers (read thousands) during both events.
And, along with popularizing astronomy of course, we
just happened to hand out a number of our own brochures at these events. Rather than tryi ng to compete,
we felt that there was much to gain by joining with others
to greet the public at locations other than the Planetarium. I hope you have tried similar experiences. Let me
hear of any unusual ones. I am now writing a paper for
our next conference entitled: "How to Find the Restrooms at Sears, and other Delights:' 0

I would like to point out that your region will not
appear in the "Roundup" unless you send me some
news. I do get most of the newsletters, but at this moment
have not received any material of late, and what I have
received is not very informative. I would like to encourage
individuals in all of the regions to send in news of your
activities, disasters, shining achievements, etc. John and
I will share them with our eager readers. There have been
conferences in several of the regions within recent
months, and I on Iy have a report from one of them, How
about some copy?

RMPA met at the Air Force Academy Planetarium
for its spring conference. Reports have it that a blizzard
struck the second day of the conference-but this fai led
to dampen the spirits of any participants. Perhaps this is
because most RMPA members are quite familiar with blizzards. Now if it had happened at SEPA-well!
Jim Moravec of Boulder Valley Schools Planetarium
was recently visited by distinguished African teacher/educators. Representatives from Zimbabwe, Republic of
South Africa-Lesotho, and Angola had heard of Jim's
outreach programs and wanted to study them in action.
Jim is not planning a trip to Africa just yet-but he has
seen "Greystoke" for comparative behavior patterns in
eighth-graders.
Loch Ness Productions recently produced the soundtrack (featuring original music) for a.film funded by Martin
Marietta concerning the Shuttle's MMU unit. It (the film)
has played at the Kennedy, Goddard and Johnson Space
Centers. I wonder if NASA ever thought of usi ng a Chesterfield sofa? (See Life, the Universe and Everything).
SWAP members are engaged in revising their bylaws. Periodic torture of this nature is unfortunately a condition of our organizations. We wish them an easy
amendment circumstance, with no complications. Jim
Rusk, SWAP Newsletter Editor, passes along more information on astronomy computer programs in their latest
issue. You might send him a blank disk for copies of some
public domain Apple programs (c/o: Russell Planetarium,
2501 Memorial Pkwy., Mesquite, TX 75149).
The big news from SEPA is, of course, their upcoming conference in Bradenton. Details have been declared
in this space in past issues, so I can't do much more than

Old engraving shows Coggia's comet of 1874 as seen from the Pont Neuf in Paris. Note hawker
at left selling glimpses through a telescope to spectators. (American Museum of Natural History)
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SaturnL the update interval, and the number of days since
January 0, 1980 (its starting point). (A separate
program will give you this number for the date you want
to see, but it's a nuisance to have to calculate it.) You
are then shown the planets in orbit around the sun without frills. Accuracy is low even for 1984, but it is free.

JOH N E. MOSLEY

Planet Locator gives you the option of entering any
date as you normally would, and a time interval. The
screen then displays the sun and planets through Saturn
surrounded by the zodiac, and updates every second or
so by the specified time interval. You can change the interval at any time, which allows you to watch the planets
orbit the su n at a speed you choose, and vary the
to watch an event in slow motion or speed up to
"search mode:' If you are searching for Venus-J
conjunctions, for example, you can set the update interval to 20 days and zip forward through time until something interesting begins to happen, slow down or
and then resume fast speed. The precision is low, but the
program is a snap to use and can be quite useful if you
need to locate the approximate dates of planetary alignments or do rough statistical work (as how often do Venus
and Jupiter line up as seen from Mars?). I can supply both
public domain programs in exchange for a blank disk.

My dictionary (American Heritage) gives as its fi rst
definition of the word planetarium "an apparatus or
model representing the solar system:' I would call such a
device an orrery, and we have three at Griffith: a mechanical one in the museum, a projection model under the
dome, and an electronic one in the office. Mechanical
and projection orreries have been around a long time;
this column is about digital orreries you can buy on disk.
The simplest microcomputer orrery (that I know of)
is contained in Planet Guide, available for Apples from
Synergistic Software, 5221 120th Avenue SE, Bellevue,
Washington 98006. You input the date and a time interval
and it shows in ultra-low resolution graphics the polar
positions of up to nine planets relative to the sun for that
date, and updates automatically by the specified time
interval. An option allows you to see all the planets lined
up (as on the cover of The jupiter Effect) and watch them
travel around the sun at their appropriate rates, neatly
demonstrating the fact that planets closer to the sun travel
faster than those farther away. The overall accuracy and
sophistication of Planet Guide is, however, disappointingly
low and the supporting text was apparently never checked
for accuracy by an astronomer. I cannot recommend it.

.+

Somewhat more sophisticated are two in public
domain for Apples: Solar System Orrery, which goes
under a variety of names and is widely traded by clubs,
and Planet Locator by Brad Schaper. Solar System Orrery
asks you to tell it which planets you want to see (out to
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Figure 2: New Orrery correctly showing the Mars-Jupiter conjunction (three vertical dots right of center) .
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Far greater precision is contained in New Orrery by
Charles Kluepfel, 55 West 14th Street, New York, New
York 10011, also for Apples. You select the outermost
planet you wish to see - to Pluto - and the scale is
adjusted accordingly. You also select a time interval, and
the display updates by that amount every few seconds.
The planets are shown relative to the vernal equinox, and
their positions and the position of the equinox are
precessed to the epoch of the date.
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For people with more expensive toys, R. Parker, 1949
Blair Loop Rd., Danville, Virginia 24541, has developed
a set of programs called Visible Universe which runs on
Wangs with monochrome monitors and graphics cards. A
high-resolution orrery is included among the suite of programs. Write to Mr. Parker for details.
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Figure 1: Planet Locatorfor October 14, 1984, when Mars and Jupiter
are in conjunction as seen from the earth. According to this program,
the conjunction takes place on September 2 - an error of 6 weeks.

continued on page 21
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FOCUS ON EDUCATION
MARK S. SONNTAG

MORE ABOUT ASTRONOMY TEACHING IN THE
Sheldon Schafer
Lakeview Museum Planetarium
Peoria, Illinois
In the fourth quarter, 1983 issue of the Planetarian,
Mark Sonntag reported on the results of two studies
which give some insight into the quality of astronomy
education nationwide. The number of specific questions
relating to astronomy were few, allowing but few conclusions on the general level of instruction.

astronomy at two central Illinois Colleges. Over the
last three years, this test has been given to 475 students.
Although no specific conclusions are to be suggested,
since the sample is more select than the national studies
and all questions are from basic K-8 astronomy, the
results are still interesting.

Along the same lines, I have been giving a 25-question pretest to students registered for general introductory

The questions and percent answering correctly are
as follows:

No.

%
Responding
Correctly

QUESTIONS

1.

18%

On which day(s) of the year is the sun straight up-directly overhead-from locations in the continental United States?
a) March 21 & September 23
b) June 21
c) every day at noon
d) never

2.

19%

On which day(s) of the year does the sun rise due east?
a) March 21 & September 23
b) June 21
c) every day
d) never

3.

48%

How does the sun produce its energy?
a) by reflecting light from the stars
b) by chemically burning the various fuels in a tremendous
fi re at its center
. c) by changing hydrogen to helium (nuclear fusion)
d) by explosive chemical reactions near its surface

4.

53%

If the sun were the size of a thumbnail, where, to scale or in
proportion, would the nearest star be?
a) about 3 feet (1 meter) away
b) about 33 feet (10 meters) away
c) about 3300 feet (1000 meters) away
d) well over 60 miles (100 kilometers) away

5.

30%

What is
a)
b)
c)
d)

the brightest star in the night sky?
Sirius
North Star
Orion
Venus
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Most frequent
Response Other
Than Correct Response
b) 37%

c) 25%

c) 49%

b) 57%

No.

%
Responding
Correctly

6.

66%

Of the stars we see in the night sky, how many are part of the
Milky Way galaxy?
a) just the brightest stars
b) all of the faint (difficult to see) stars
c) all of those visible
d) none of those visible

7.

64%

How many stars are in our galaxy? (choose the best approximation)
a) One hundred billion (100,000,000,000)
b) One hundred thousand (100,000)
c) One million (1,000,000)
d) Has never been estimated

8.

68%

Why does our sun look so different from the stars seen at night?
a) Because it is actually much larger than the stars seen
at night.
b) Because it is much closer than the stars seen at night.
c) It is altogether different from the stars seen at night.
d) Because it is much hotter than the stars seen at night.

9.

71%

What is the difference between an astronomer and an astrologer?
a) Both are the same. They are scientists who study stars.
b) An astronomer casts horoscopes. An astrologer scientifically studies the universe.
c) An astronomer scientifically studies the universe. An
astrologer· casts horoscopes.
d) An astronomer scientifically studies the galaxy. An
astrologer scientifically studies the planets.

10.

74%

Which planet is closest to the sun?
a) Mars
. b) Venus
c) Earth
d) Mercury

11.

67%

Which planet has surface and atmospherrc conditions most
like those of the Earth?
a) Mars
b) Venus
c) Jupiter
d) Mercury

12.

41%

Which planet is most like the sun? (In terms of composition)
a) Mars
b) Venus
c) Jupiter
d) Mercury

13.

49%

Which planet(s) are known to have rings?
a) Only Saturn
b) Mars and Saturn
c) Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus
d) Venus

QUESTIONS
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Most Frequent
Response Other
Than Correct Response

No.

%
Responding
Correctly

14.

59%

Which planet is the smallest?
a) Mercury
b) jupiter
c) Saturn
d) Pluto

15.

82%

Where do the stars go in the daytime?
a) To the other side of the Earth
b) Their light automatically dims when the sun rises
c) They are still there, but their light is too feeble to
be seen
d) There are only stars on one side of the Earth at a time

16.

68%

Which best describes the sun?
a) It is a bright planet
b) It is an average star
c) It's similar to the Moon but brighter
d) Astronomers really don't know how to describe it

17.

18%

Which best describes a comet?
a) A large di rty iceberg
b) A flaming ball of gas
c) A star streaking across the sky near the Earth
d) A rock burning up in the Earth's atmosphere

18.

74%

Can the
a)
b)
c)
d)

19.

62%

What is the order of the planets based on average distance
from the sun?
a) Venus, Earth, Mars, Mercury, Saturn, Jupiter, Neptune,
Uranus, Pluto
b) Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, Pluto
c) Mercury, Venus, Mars, Earth, jupiter, Saturn, Neptune,
Pluto
d) Mercury, Mars, Earth, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, Pluto

20.

52%

Which best describes a "falling star"?
a) A large di rty iceberg
b) A flaming ball of gas
c) A star streaking across the sky near the Earth
d) A rock bu rni ng up as it enters the Earth's atmosphere

21.

62%

What is
a)
b)
c)
d)

QUESTIONS

moon be seen in the daytime?
Only right after sunset
Never
Only during an eclipse
Nearly as often as it can be seen at night

the moon's period of revolution around the earth?
One day
One week
One month
One year
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Most
Response Other
Than Correct .... ""on.,-' ... "'''''

No.

%
Responding
Correctly

22.

73%

What is
a)
b)
c)
d)

the Earth's period of rotation?
One day
One week
One month
One year

23.

69%

What is
a)
b)
c)
d)

the Earth's period of revolution?
One day
One week
One month
One year

24.

78%

How long does it take for the Earth to go around the Sun?
a) 24 hours
b) 7 days
c) 29V2 days
d) 365114 days

25.

43%

The first
a)
b)
c)
d)

QUESTIONS

Most
Response Other
Than Correct 1!J'.n" .... "'••,"'''''

day of summer in the United States is when
The Earth is closest to the Su n in its orbit
The northern hemisphere is tilted toward the Sun
The Sun is directly overhead at noon
Both a & c

One question in particular caught my attention as
it was asked in another form on the NAEP, "Have you
ever seen the North Star:' to which 70% responded
positively. The college pretest revealed that 57% believe
that the North Star is the brightest star in the sky. Could
it be that most of the students on the National test who
thought that they had seen the North Star had merely
seen the brightest star in the sky?

COMPUTER CORNER
... continued from page 17
At the other end of the spectrum is Orbit by Robert
Moler, 5999 Secor Road, Traverse City, Michigan 49684,
for Timex-Sinclairs. This is a demonstration program that
displays orbit shapes as a function of eccentricity and
which produces an animated display of an object with
Keplerian motion in that orbit. Although not strictly an
orrery it does demonstrate how planets move. (Thanks
to Duncan Teague in Memphis for this information.)

Sonntag also noted a small fraction of a percent increase between 9 and 13 years olds. In an informal way,
I have observed the same phenomenon with the pretest.
The average score for all college students is 56%. I was
cu rious how elementary students might do had I administered it to a 5th grade class at the end of their
astronomy unit. The average score - 56%!

In an addendum to an earlier column on constel!ation outlines, Ron Dawes, 882 Chestnut Circle, WrightPatterson A.F.B. Ohio 45433 has developed a cute constellation quiz for Apples that shows enough stars to be
meaningful and is a delight to run.

Sonntag concluded that "We should all do our part
to see that astronomy is included in the science curriculum
of the future:' The Great Lakes Planetarium Association
is currently working on such a project. The Illinois section
of GLPA has presented to the State Board of Education's
Science Literacy Task Force a set of proposed objectives
for astronomy instruction in a K-12 curriculum. These objectives have been adopted as a preliminary set which will
be the focus of a panel discussion at our October, 1984
annual meeting in Milwaukee. In modified form, they may
eventually be endorsed by GLPA and made available to
appropriate teacher organizations, school boards, cu rriculum committees, and, of course, this publication. D

In a future column, I plan to review astronomical
data services and bulletin boards that are accessible with
a modem, and would appreciate hearing about any that
readers know of. I would also like to hear from people
who have microcomputers in a museum where the public
can operate them to learn about astronomy. D
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PLANETARIUM USAGE FOR SECONDARY STUDE
GERALD L MALLON

UNDERSTANDING POLYNESIAN SEAFARE
PREfACE

PURPOSE:

The science of astronomy allows us, the inhabitants
of planet Earth, to see ourselves in the broadest perspective, not as isolated individuals living our lives alone,
but as Archibald MacLeish has said, "As riders on the
Earth together, brothers (and sisters) in the eternal cold"
(MacLeish, 1969). We as astronomy educators, then, have
the unique task of communicating both the majesty and
mystery of the universe, as well as our cosmic "oneness:'
to our students.

To examine the navigational techniques of the
ancient Polynesian Seafarers, and in particular to concentrate on their astronomical methods.

GRADE:
Secondary Social Studies

MATERIALS:
Slides, lab books, study manuals, Azimuth markers,
pointers, Bow and Stern ship markers, transparencies,
Polynesian music.

In our presentation of astronomy, we can perhaps
help humanity to break down the barriers to racism and
sexism that have been set up to divide us, and alienate
us, as a human race. The following lesson plan is an
example of one step in that long process. Many members
of "western civilization" hold grossly erroneous views of
people from other cultures. For many, Third World People
are seen only as simple, ignorant savages. No thought is
given to their rich histories and cultures, or their knowledge of the world and universe. This planetarium exercise
may open some eyes to the fallacies in these beliefs. It is
designed as a participatory-style planetarium program
and has been successfully used in the Methacton School
District for the last five years. The idea for the program
was first suggested by Hu Harber of West Chester University in his article in the Planetarian, "The Astronomical Techniques of the Polynesian Seafarers" (Harber, 1979). That
suggestion was developed into a complete one-hour planetarium program, supplemented with additional activities, student worksheets, and a follow-up test.

PLANETARIUM PREPARATION:
Hang Azimuth markers every 10° around the horizon; mark four seats near center of room as Zenith
Observers (Z); mark four seats for Navigators (N). Latitude
should be set for 90° North to start and then reset to 0°
latitude (with North at front). Set home latitude projector to latitude of final destination of voyage. Set one slide
projector to show islands to Northwest and another projector to show island or open water straight ahead.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
By the end of the lesson, the students wi Ii be able to:

1. construct a simple star compass in the planetarium, marking rising and setting points for 6 stars.
2. use the star compass to complete a laboratory
exercise on Polynesian navigation (that is, determine which star would be an appropriate guide
for the Azi m uth of the voyage.)

It is hoped that these materials may assist other
planetarium educators in their work with secondary
students, as we explore the wonders of the universe and
our place in it, together.

3. answer correctly at least 70% of a test on factual
information about Polynesian navigation.

PRESENTATION:

REfERENCES

Introduction

Harber, H. E. "The Astronomical Techniques of the
Polynesian Seafarers:' P/anetarian, 1979, 8:3, 12-14.

For our work today, after a brief introduction to the
Polynesians and their methods of navigation, we will
attempt a mock sea voyage in the planetarium using
only the stars as our guides.

MacLeish, A., "A Reflection: Riders on the Earth
Together, Brothers in Eternal Cold," New York Times,
December 25, 1969.

In our work, we will only be able to scratch the surface in our exploration of these people. For those of you
interested in going into greater detail, you can check
various magazines and books on the subject, some of
which are listed in the bibliography of your Student

P.S. Submissions are stili requested for this column;
please mail your ideas to me. It is suggested that you
use the following format: Title:, Purpose:, Behavioral Objectives: Materials:, Preparation:, Presentation:. Thank you
for shari ng!

Resource Manual.
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The Area
Many people have misconceptions about this area
and these people. They assume that they were inhabited
by simple, unintelligent island people; yet, in fact, they
were populated by a group rich in customs and culture, and very knowledgeable about the problems of sea
travel. The Polynesians traveled in an area that comprises
about V3 of the earth's su rface. Yet the islands themselves,
if put together, would equal an area less than that of
the state of New Hampshire! Some of these islands can
barely be seen from the deck of a boat and yet the Polynesians knew of them and could successfully navigate
between them.

sea color could indicate a. reef or deep water; driftwood
would hint that land would lie windward; light green on
the underside of a distant cloud might indicate a lagoon.
(Ocean Swells) A technique you might find hard to
visualize involves "the shape of the ocean:' Ocean swells
are made by distant winds at sea and as these swells hit
islands, they bounce back in characteristic patterns indicating the island's position. The Polynesians used "stick
charts" to teach these patterns to apprentice navigators.
These charts were not taken on the voyage, however. In
fact, the Polynesians did not use any mechanical devices
in their navigational methods. The charts were used to
show a learner what a pattern would be like around an
island or group of islands before leaving on the voyage.

These people were confronted with a world very
different from that of our own experience. It's difficult for
us to imagine what it would be like to be completely surrounded by water with no land in sight for days at a time;
to be completely at the mercy of the sea and the elements
and your own abilities. Some of you may have traveled
on ships before, perhaps large ocean vessels, or small
motor boats, but these people traveled in vessels sometimes no larger than a canoe. Some of their ships were
little more than a canoe with an outrigger attached for stability or two canoes lashed together, but they were lashed
so secu rely that they cou Id withstand the stress and strai n
of an ocean voyage that might take many weeks.

Astronomical Techniques
Although some or all of these techniques might be
used on a voyage, we will concentrate today on the
"Astronomical Techniques" of the Polynesian Seafarers.
(Zenith Stars) One of their techniques involved "Zenith
Stars:' What does the word "Zenith" mean? (top, highest)
It was known that certain stars would be at the zenith
for some islands, but not others.
It works in this way. Take the example of the North
Pole. If you were there, which would be the Zenith Star?
(Polaris) Using the planetarium, we can first demonstrate
how that would be so. Then, if we change our latitude,
Polaris wi II no longer be at the Zenith but some other
star might be, at some point during the night. Thus, different latitudes would have different Zenith Stars. If the
proper Zenith Star was overhead, you would be at the
correct latitude for your island.
(Star Paths) Another technique used "Star Paths:'
that is, the risi ng and setti ng poi nts of the stars, as gu ides
for aiming as they sailed. The Polynesians had a concept
of the universe such that the flat earth was topped by a
dome; an idea that makes a lot of sense, since that is the
way the sky looks. In thei r model, the star paths formed
the "rib work:' or the structure for supporting the dome.
Let's look at the sky from the equator to see how they
could have gotten this idea. Watch now as the stars rise
and set. Notice the paths that the stars take. What paths
do they take as they seem to move across the sky?

In these vessels, they sailed thousands of miles
across the sea using techniques not fully understood today. We will try to explain some of these techniques (but
only very briefly).

The Polynesians knew that by sailing towards the
rise or set point of a certain star they would be sailing
toward a certain island. This was complicated, however,
by winds and currents which might push a ship off its
course. On a voyage, the navigators would usually have
to compensate for the drift and aim the ship toward a
different star in order to reach their destination. Sometimes, however, there wasn't a star in that exact position
so the navigator might sight along different parts of the

Navigational Techniques (flight Paths)
One of their techniques utilized the observation of
flight paths of birds as they flew to feeding grounds and
back to their home islands. Clouds were also clues indicating the presence of an island (Signposts of Sea). Certain clues of the sea helped the navigator in his journey;
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anyone tell us what star we could use as a guide? (The rise
point of Castor). Good, we will now head our ship towards
that star and begin our voyage. (Change daily motion and
also change heading 16° to the north.) Navigators, can
you tell us if we are still on course (no). About how far
are we off course? (15°-16°). What could have caused
this change? (current) Well, if there is a 16° current
pushing us to the north, how can we compensate for it?
(head the ship 16° to the south) What should our new
heading be? (73°) What star could be a guide for this?
(Aldebaran) What star could be a back sight guide for
this heading? (Sirius). Let's continue our voyage then.
(Change daily motion, change latitude to 10° N, change
heading 30° to north, stop daily motion when Lambda
Orionis is at zenith.) Zenith Observers, can you show us
which star is at zenith? (Lambda Orionis) If that is true,
then we are at the latitude of 10° north. Navigators, are
we on course? (no, we are 30° off) (Project slide of islands
to northwest) Well, if we are off course and at 10° north
with islands visible to the northwest, then from memory,
the navigator would know that those were the Marshall
Islands at 10° north latitude and the current must have
increased. To reach the Hawaiian Islands from here, we
must have a heading of 73 ° but because of the current,
how much should we conpensate? (46°) What should
our heading be? (119°) What star would be at that point?
(epsilon Canis Major) And what could be a back sight
star? (Pollux) If we keep our ship lined up between those
two points, we should make it to Hawaii, if the current
is constant. Well, let's see if our Zenith observers can get
us to the proper latitude. Watch for Beta Arietis and tell
us when you think it is at the Zenith. (Change the latitude
but keep dai Iy motion sti II such that Beta wi II be at the
zenith if at the proper latitude. When the observers feel
that the star is properly at the zenith, turn on the zenith
point for comparison. If it is close, turn on the slide projector, showing the islands straight ahead. If it is far off,
project a slide of open water.)

ship's structure instead to produce the necessary correction angle. (Star Compass) To know where the rise or set
points would be for these stars, the Polynesian navigator
would rely on a "Star Compass:' This was not a "real"
thing but rather a memorized list of the rise and set points
of up to 150 stars, thus providing him with about 3000 reference points around the horizon. In just a few moments,
you will be making and using a Star Compass, but you
will be able to put it on paper, and you will only be working with 6 stars, not 150! If there are no questions on these
techniques so far, we will begin our voyage.

Voyage Introduction
We will begin in the Solomon Islands at a latitude
of 9 ° South and will travel to the Hawaiian Islands at a
latitude of 20° North, a distance of 3,700 miles. We will
imagine that we are traveling in a twin-hull sailing canoe
and will be out to sea for about five weeks.

Star Compass
To construct ou r star compass, the class will be
divided into four groups and each group will be responsible for marking either the rise or set points for three
stars, then we will exchange the information to make the
finished compass. You will notice that the horizon in the
planetarium has been marked off every ten degrees.
Watch for the point where your star either rises or sets
and then estimate its "Azimuth" number, as carefully as
you can. (Distribute lab books, and proceed with activity, first pointing out the six stars and then using daily
motion to have them rise and set. After the activity, ask
for volunteers to state the rise or set points for their
stars while everyone marks this information down on
their compasses.)

The Voyage
Now, although you may not have realized it, some
of you are sitting in "hot seats:' that is, if there is either
a "Z" or an "N" on your seat, you have been volunteered for a very important role in our voyage. Those
people with the "Z" seats are going to be our Zenith
Observers and will tell us if we are at the proper latitude
for our destination. Those people with the "N" seats will
be our navigators and will tell us if we are on course or
if not, then how far and in what direction we are off
course. Let's give our Zenith observers some practice by
seeing if they can get us to our starting latitude. At the
latitude of 9° south, the star Rigel should be at our zenith.
Observers, tell us when that is true or how to move to
correct it.

Conclusion
I hope you enjoyed our voyage today and that you
understand a little more about the complexities and the
skills of navigation and in particular about the Polynesian Seafarers. D

AI right, now that we are at the proper latitude, let's
find out the direction that we must travel. To reach Hawaii
from the Solomon Islands, we must travel to the Northeast
at an Azimuth of 57°. Using your star compass, can
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LABORATORY EXERCISE
------POLYNESIAN VOYAGE TO HAWAII--_ _ __
Introduction
a distance of about 3,700 miles. You know that the Zenith
Star for your present position in the Solomon Islands
would be Rigel, in the constellation Orion, and that the
Zenith Star for your destination would be the second
brightest star (Beta) in the Constellation Aries. When this
star, Beta, is directly overhead, you will be at the proper
latitude, but you also know that navigation means more
than just looking for that star in the sky.

The Polynesians were very careful navigators traveling around in an area that makes up about one-third of
the earth's surface. They used many celestial as well as
terrestrial clues in their work. In this planetarium labor
atory exercise, you will experience some of the astronomical elements of navigation that they used.

The Star Compass
To complete this lab, you will first have to construct
a IIStar Compass" in the planetarium. A Star Compass
to the Polynesian navigators was the rising and setting
points of approximately 150 stars. This would give them
about 300 points around the horizon. This compass was
not a "real" thing, however; it only existed in the
navigator's memory.

To start, you know that the Hawaiian Islands are
northeast of the Solomon islands and from memory you
know that you must aim toward the direction of a rising
star that would have an azimuth of 57° (Your "heading"
for the boat must be 57°, see Figure 1).
Hawaii

N

@

How to Make the Compass
The circle divided into 360° represents the horizon.
It is called the Azimuth Ring with North being 0°; East
being 90°; South being 180°; and West being 270°. You
will be assigned to watch a group of stars and mark either
their rising or setting points on the circle. The horizon
in the planetarium will be marked in degrees to help you.
When you are finished, information from all of the groups
will be shared to construct the finished Star Compass.

figure 1

From your memory of the Star Compass, you know
that a star at that point would be
You now set off on your journey, but the current
in this area of the ocean pushes your ship 16° to the north
(called leeway) as you travel, even though you are aimed
at the proper direction (see Figure 2).

H.awaii

®

57°

POLYNESIAN VOYAGE TO HAWAII
The Voyage
You are an expert navigator from the Solomon
Islands, (latitude = 9 ° South) and you are planni ng a
trip to the Hawaiian Islands (latitude = 20° North),

figure 2
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This means that you will have to aim the ship 16°
to the south of your original direction in order to correct
for the leeway. Your new "heading" for the boat should
be
. From your memory of the Star
Compass, you know that a star at this azimuth would
be ________

A star that would have the proper rising point for this
would be
and a good back sight star
would be _ _ _ _ _ __
By keeping the boat lined up between the rising and
setting points of these two stars, you should reach Hawaii
in about 21 more days, a journey of 2,500 miles.
of course, constant wind and current conditions.)

Even though the boat now seems to be heading in
the wrong direction, (see Figure 3) you know that the current will be pushing you to the north and your actual
course will be correct.

One night, three weeks later, the Zenith Star is Beta
in Aries and the next morning, there is much call for rejoicing as the unmistakable cone of Mauna Loa is seen
telling you that you have made it to Hawaii. D

REVIEW
UNDERSTANDING
POLYNESIAN NAVIGATION
__ 1. The area in which the ancient Polynesians sailed makes up
about how much of the earth's surface?
a) 1/2
b) 1/3
c) 1/6
d) 1/10
__ 2. Polynesian Navigators traveled from island to island and
used
as navigational instruments on the ship.
a) Stick Charts
b) Star Maps
c) Thunder and Lightning
d) Wind and Current

figure 3
As a double check, a navigator will often use a
"back sight" during a voyage. A setting star that would
be at the proper azimuth to be directly behind you as
you travel would be _ _ _ _ _ __

__ 3. Navigators steering toward a star's position on the horizon
would sometimes have to allow for _ _ _ _ _ __
a) Birds and Fish
b) Clouds and Winds
c) Thunder and Lightning
d) Wind and Current

You have now been out to sea for 13 days. Last night,
the Zenith Star was Lambda in the constellation Orion;
so you know that your latitude must be 10° North. But
now, you see islands to the northwest. From memory, you
know that they must be the Marshall Islands at latitude
10° North, but if so, you are off course. (see Figure 4)

4. Which of the following choices correctly lists some of the
techniques used by the Polynesians to navigate?
a) Bird Formations, Sextants, Zenith Stars
b) Star Paths, Ocean Swells, Flight Paths of Birds
c) Swell Patterns, Clouds, Maps
d) Zenith Stars, Planet Position, Sea Color
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5. Navigators using Zenith Stars would usually sail upwind
until a particular star was overhead and then ._ _ __
a) look for the island on the horizon
b) turn and run with the wind to their destination
c) choose a new Zenith Star
d) sail toward the wind
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__ 6. (True or False) The rise and set points of stars show the
navigator directions around the horizon.
__ 7. (True or False) A Stick Chart would be used by the navigator
on the ship to help steer towards an island.

figure 4

__ 8. (True or False) A Star Compass was made of bamboo and
pieces of coral and showed the position of stars.

The current must have increased and you must
have traveled an additional 30° North. To reach Hawaii
now, you must have a heading of 73 ° azimuth, but
because of the current driving you north (by 46°) you must
aim the boat south to a heading of _ _ _ _ _ __

__ 9. (True or False) Zenith Stars are stars that pass directly above
an island as the earth turns.
__ 10. (True or False) The methods of navigation were passed on
to all of the young in the schools of Polynesia.
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· .. continued from page 15
D.C. 20546. Thus will
n the
process. What about the $$$, you ask?
has
tighter, too. They no
up the tab for astronaut
II be expected to put
up some money, from which actual expenses will be
deducted. (*: From liThe All-American Boys;' by Walter
Cunningham, 1978. This candid book-about-the-astronautsby-an-astronaut should be required reading for any
planetarium considering an astronaut visit.)

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE TO DO SOMETHING USEfUL
WITH THOSE METEOR REPORTS
The Smithsonian Institution's Scientific Event Alert
Network (SEAN) wants you-to help them locate meteorites. Or; in their words, "SEAN collects news of current
volcanic activity, major earthquakes, meteorite falls and
finds, and brilliant fireballs. SEAN organizes the information and transmits it to scientists and organizations around
the world via telephone, telex, letter and the monthly
SEAN Bulletin:'
How can you help SEAN? By compiling and summarizing fireball reports. Ordinarily, SEAN is interested
in fireball events of magnitude -8 or greater, those with
unusual appearances, or those which produce sound.
SEAN has about 20 specific questions it likes to have
answers to concerning fireball events. Rather than go into them now, contact SEAN at: Mail Stop 129, Natural
History Building, Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D.C. 20560 (US). International data contributions to the
SEAN network are encouraged.

WAS IT SOMETHING WE SAID?
on to your latest copy of the National Air &
Space Museum's Air & Space magazine-according to the
newsletter of the Connecticut Science Teachers Association, that latest issue was also the last. Too bad.

ITEM fOR YOUR "NO fREE RIDES" fiLE
Due to grant funds being exhausted, the American
"The Loneliness FacChemical Society-sponsored
tor" and
of the Universe" will no
be
available free of
The shows will still be available
II cost you bit.
Hansen Planetarium, but

HOW ABOUT SOME CHEAP

,,L.'L ..' . . . .

'w,

If you thought you might not be able to afford one
of those sleek, new high-powered zooms you
reading about, why not consider an economy model?
Now available is a 6:1, variable-speed zoom '-,,,,':OVY''''''
able to be installed on most projectors. The price?
BradenContact: Joe Hopkins, 6350 7th Avenue
ton, FL 33529 (US).

fROM THE "ENDANGERED SPECIES"
(From "Southern Skies," the Journal of
Timothy Bowen must be longing for some mail. He
reports that he has captured about 75 lumiline
(some straw, some blue), and is willing to find a
home for them at $4 each. By the time this appears
the P/anetarian l the lamps will
be
but-if you're optimistic and interested-write
at: Settlemyre Planetarium, Mt. Gallat
Rock Hill
SC 29730 (US).
'

WHAT EVERY WELL-DRESSED PLANETARIAN
WEARING THIS YEAR
(Gleaned from GPPA's "Plains Planetaria:')
who is anyone will simply have to don the latest i
garb. Yes, dearies, here it is-the new
Comet
shirt. Dark blue with white
the shirt
"I'm Just Like Halley's Comet ... A Once In A Lifetime
Experience!" At $4.35 each, contact: R.
Astroline Products, 1925 Juan Tabo N.
Albuquerque, NM 87112 (US).

WHAT WI
A
HOW ABOUT A

STAR TRAilS

portions of the existing 60-foot "flat" dome will be cut
away to install a 90-degree-wide space-theater-style projection booth. The most dramatic change for the 21-yearold facility will be the installation of the second Digistar
projector, a gift of the McDonnell Foundation. An MC-l0A
automation system will also be installed.

According to Sky Scan's Steve Savage, John Stock
has moved from the Fels Planetarium in Philadelphia to
return to the Davis in Baltimore, where he had served
as an intern. Steve also reports that Arthur Barton is now
"jack-of-all-trades" at the Tombaugh Planetarium in
Alamogordo, New Mexico; he formerly was at the Miami
Space Transit Planetarium ... Earl Everett is no longer
chief technician at the Fleischmann Planetarium in Reno
... Wayne Wyrick is the new director of the Kirkpatrick
Planetarium in Oklahoma City; he was formerly technical
supervisor for the facility ... Terry McGhee, former production designer at Ki rkpatrick, is now thei r education
specialist ... Two former McDonnell Planetarium staff
members have been hired back to the facility by the St.
Louis Science Center: Hal Donovan is production supervisor, and laura Kyro is education specialist. CORRECTION: Not wanting to "be credited for things I have not
done," Von Del Chamberlain wants to set the record
straight concerning the write-up about him in this space
last issue. "I was not the initial director of Abrams Planetarium. My first position there was Staff Astronomer
under the directorship of Victor Hogg. I continued that
title under Dr. Thomas H. Osgood. In 1968, I became Acting Director and eventually Director in 1969. I was the
first person in charge of the planetarium at the National
Air & Space Museum, but I was not head of the Space
Science and Exploration department; I was Astronomer
in that department." Sorry, Von Del-I've got to practice
up on my Lou Grant impression!
.

Into the facility's 13,000 square feet of exhibit space
will go a sampling of interactive general-science exhibits.
These exhibits will be a teaser for what is envisioned in
the next several years. The Science Center is in the process of securing the former headquarters of the Falstaff
Brewing Company, a five-store building just across U.S.
Highway 40 from the planetarium. This building will, it
is planned, become the core of a 180,000 square-foot
home for the Science Center-connected to the planetarium and Forest Park by monorail.
Current projections call for renovation of the McDonnell Planetarium structure to be completed by late
fall of this year, at a cost of close to $3 million. Several
months before the planetarium reopens, the Museum of
Science and Natural History-now located a few miles
west of the Planetarium-will close, for the purpose
of beginning the move to the old Falstaff building. The
Executive Director of the St. Louis Science Center is
Dwight S. Crandell.

KUDOS & CASTIGATIONS
Kudos to:
Jim Moravec, director of the Boulder (Colorado)
Valley Schools Planetarium and current president of
RMPA, for his innovative and sharing intern program,
which allows high school students to gain broad and
direct experience in all phases of planetarium work. Jim
must be doing something right; in the past few months,
he's been visited by colleagues from as far away as Europe
and Africa.
Another RMPA denizen, Mark C. Petersen of Loch
Ness Productions, for a bold and insightful editorial in
the winter '83 issue of RMPA's "High Altitude Observer:'
Mark's theme, "What Have You Done Lately That's
Original?" comes from an unbiased viewpoint, and raises
many significant (albeit uncomfortable) questions about
current and future programming directions in the field.
I hope his remarks can be reprinted in a future issue of
the Planetarian.

Castigations to:
An early telescope that caused
a sensation ill bzglalld in 17c)o.

No one-I guess weve all been on good behavior. 0
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Selected by the History Committee of the A.5.P., the
slides are accompanied by a 24-page booklet including
detailed captions (summarizing the life of each scientist) and
an introductory bibliography for the history of astronomy.

JAMES BROWN

An additional offering from A.S.P' is TAPES OF THE
NIGHT SKY. The two cassette tapes provide tours of the
heavens for each of the four seasons.

The Peterson Field Guide Series has announced the
second edition of "A FIELD GUIDE TO THE STARS AND
PLANETS:' It is a completely new version of their popular
handbook, which now has over 350,000 copies in print.
Included are new sky maps, atlas charts, dozens of color
photographs, and a revised updated text. Hardback
copies sell for $16.95 while paperback copies are $11.95.
Houghton Mifflin Company is making bulk discounts
available. Send orders or questions to: Special Sales
Department Star, Houghton Mifflin Company, 2 Park
Street, Boston, MA 02108.

Narrated by astronomy instructor and radio commentator Tom Gates, each 25-minute segment contains
clear, nontechnical information and observing hints to
help you find your way around the sky. Pauses are built
in after each instruction to give you time to orient
yourself. The tapes were field tested both in a planetarium
and outdoors and are accompanied by a full transcript
and four specially-designed seasonal star maps. The full
kit of tapes, transcripts, and maps is available for $14.95
plus $2.00 postage and handling.

Astromedia announces a new book for learning
constellations, and it is entitled: THE STAR BOOK.

For more information, send your name and address
to: A.S.P., 1290 24th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122.

Intended for newcomers to astronomy, THE STAR
BOOK is composed of eight charts covering all seasons.
The major northern constellations are identified, as are
galaxies, nebulae and star clusters visible to the naked
eye or in binoculars. Accompanying each map is a
description of the stars, the constellations and their lore
and legends, written by Robert Burnham.

Zephyr Services of 306 S. Homewood Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15208, if offering easy-to-use astronomical software for the IBM Personal Computer and the Apple 11/11
Plusllle and III computers (or can be easily adapted to
other computers). The two programs currently being
supplied provide the most-often-needed astronomical
calculations and summarize fundamental data in a convenient form.

The book is printed in two colors on thick cardstock,
coated with a durable water-resistant varnish and bound
with heavy-duty wire, allowing it to be conveniently
opened flat.

ASTROCALC .~ For any input time, date, latitude
and longitude, Astrocalc accurately calculates and displays for the sun, moon and planets their: R. A. &
Alt. and Azi., celestial latitude and longitude, rise and
set times, sidereal time, GMT, Julian day number, orbital
elements, etc.

A selling price of $6.95 (retail) is being asked, but
a dealer discount of 40% is offered on orders of five or
more. Contact: Astromedia Order Dept., P.O. Box 92788,
Milwaukee, WI 53202.

ASTROAID - provides coordinate conversions
(equatorial, ecliptic, galactic, alt-az), time conversions,
precession, nutation, aberration, refraction, solar system
data, stars, constellations and more.

The puzzling cosmic objects called quasars are
the topic of a new nontechnical information packet
which has just been published by the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific. The articles in the packet describe
why astronomers and laypeople have found the quasar
phenomena so fascinating (and disturbing), and what
progress is being made in unraveling the mystery of these
distant powerhouses.

Each program is available on diskette (specify Apple
or IBM) and comes with a detailed manual that explains
use of the program, relevant astronomical theory, complete program listing and example output, for only $29.95.
ASTROCALC and ASTROAI D are very convenient
ways to solve many of your astronomical computing
needs at a very reasonable price.

An extensive bibliography of further reading
materials about quasars is included in the packet, which
is part of an introductory series made available by the
nonprofit Society.

Strasenburgh Planetarium Director Don Hall announces yet another new batch of show kits being released
to the planetarium community. "We will continue to
make a dozen and a half shows available, but have five
new ones that are audience tried and tested and ready
to go:' said Hall.

Also, a new slide set portraying 50 noted astronomers of the past is available. The portraits, drawn from
public and private archives, range in time from the era
of Copernicus through the 20th century, and include such
outstanding scientists as Hubble, Michelson, Jansky
and Shapley.

continued on page 37
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REVIEVV

A unique and valuable feature of the book is the
author's holistic, rather than reductionistic, approach to
some difficult concepts ("life" and "mind;' for example).
These seem to offer the best way out of what could otherwise be inexplicable or paradoxical conditions of reasoning.

JORDAN D. MARCHE II

God and the New Physics
London,

J.

Paul Davies
M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1983

The startling nature of the quantum theory, and its
probabi Iistic, rather than absol ute, interpretation is seen
to turn the tide on a number of other profound questions regarding "origins:' Likewise, the attempts of
physicists today to interweave all fou r fundamental forces
of nature into a single, unifying "superforce" is well
presented. If such a unification is possible, then it appears
that the physical laws themselves were "frozen out" duri ng the fi rst moments of the Big Bang, and are today
merely "low-temperature" expressions.

"However astonishing and inexplicable a particular
occurrence may be, we can never be absolutely sure that
at some distant time in the future, a natural phenomenon
will not be discovered to explain it." ... Paul Davies
Lest the reader think (from the title of this work
alone) that it will be another like Robert Jastrow's Cod
and the Astronomers, s/he will be pleasantly surprised
that this is not so. Instead, Paul Davies has written one
of the boldest, most fascinating, and most probing books
to ever examine the cosmological and theological doctrines which shape our minds and lives today. Nor has
he sidestepped any crucial issues in the investigation. All
of this is not to say that the book is simplistically written; indeed, it is punctuated with a number of truly mindboggling conceptions that will leave one gaping. The
scientific material presented is rigorously sou nd (to the
extent that we understand it today), and it is complemented by equally vigorous speculation at the forefronts
of knowledge. For these and other reasons, the work is
probably destined to become a classic; its careful analysis
will be cited for years to come.

Towards the end of Chapter 13, Davies appears to
make one of his strongest statements against a supernatural creation of the universe:
"Our conclusion must be that there is no positive
scientific evidence for a designer and creator of
cosmic order. Indeed, there is strong expectation
that current physical theories will provide a perfectly satisfactory explanation of these features."
But only a little further ahead, he adds,
" . . . the seemingly miraculous concurrence of
numerical values that nature has assigned to her
fundamental constants must remain the most compelling evidence for an element of cosmic design:'

Supplementing the narrative are witty juxtapositions
of opposing phrases or quotes (at the beginnings of each
chapter), and two realistic "dialogues" (one between physicist and skeptic, regarding the nature of time; the other
between believer and skeptic, on the interpretation of
miracles). The author strives not to interject his own private
beliefs into the discussion, yet it is not hard to see in the
end what they might be. The "answers" which begin to
emerge will leave the reader free to make his/her own personal choices on the matter, after weighing the evidence
presented. As such, it is a very satisfying piece of work.

And although we may be led to believe that the
universe itself is a "free lunch," a clear distinction of the
limits to practicing physical theory is nonetheless drawn:
"Physics can perhaps explain the content,
origin, and organization of the physical universe,
but not the laws (or superlaw) of physics itself. Traditionally, God is credited with having invented the
laws of nature and created the things on which
those laws operate:'

From the beginning, Davies makes it clear that the
God to which he refers is not the traditional God of organized Judeo-Christian religion, but is instead simply God
the Creator of the Universe and its natural laws. After
pointing out succinctly the very different natures of science
and religion, and their respective strengths and weaknesses, he asks whether current scientific evidence supports the notion of such a deity, or abolishes it altogether.

However, one other way out of this philosophical dilemma
is presented, for which it is left to the reader to accept
or reject:
"Perhaps the laws-or the ultimate superlaw-will
emerge to be the only logically possible physical
principle .... Could it be that the universe is the
way it is because it is an inevitable consequence
of logical necessity?"

That the universe appears not to be infinitely old, but
that it had a definite beginning some eighteen billion years
ago, is supported by the galactic redshifts, microwave background radiation, and even the Second Law of Thermodynamics. How then, he asks, could this universe come to
be? In response, he cites some of the most daring and convincing conjectures from modern physics and cosmology.

Regardless of the way one chooses to decide on the
matter, s/he will have discovered an absorbing work. It
is at once stimulating, challenging, and sure to prompt
much lively discussion among friends and colleagues.
I highly recommend it as one of the foremost books on
scientific thinking to emerge recently. D
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- Our planetarian in Chatham, Va. says that entertainment in this foothill county of 2,500 is hard to come
by. He amuses himself (and others) by showing his "card"
which says:
Henry Mitchell
Planetarium Specialist
U.S. Navel Observatory
Contemplation

JANE P. GEOHEGAN
They're back! My wonderful, sparkly, unrestrained
8-year-olds! So ... h-e-r-e~s words of wisdom from ...
The Th i rd Graders ...

- The planetarium at SUNY, Buffalo, suffered a
disastrous fire, but was recently renovated and significantly upgraded. Planetarian James Orgren said, "Perhaps I
should have been suspicious when they painted a
phoenix over the entrance to the planetarium!"

On Meteors: "How do the rocks get up from Earth
to hit the other planets?/1
On Mercury: "There's dents on Mercury./1

- Planetarian Mitch Luman, of Hastings Museum in
Nebraska came across this item recently: "While leafing
through the periodical Space World, one photo in particular, caught my eye. The picture was of a Titan T34D
lifting off from Cape Canaveral. It seems that Martin Marietta and Federal Express have teamed up and will soon be
offering an alternative to the Space Shuttle. Apparently,
many firms are fed up with long and costly waits involved
in getting their satellites into orbit aboard future Shuttle
missions. The photo caption on the space magazine's
article about the new Federal Express service read, 'When
it absolutely, positively has to be in geostationary.'

"Do people live in the holes on Mercury?/1
"Mercury is the hottest planet in the world!"
"What do the holes do for Mercury?/1
"Looks like a golf ball .../1
On Jupiter: "Why did they use 1,000 earths to
make a Jupiter?/1
On Saturn's Rings: "Do the rings keep the planet
in place?"
"Maybe planets with ri ngs don't have any
ground./1

/I

- At an annual meeting of the Astronomical League,
Clyde Tombaugh, discoverer of the planet Pluto in 1930,
had a confession to make: "For 54 years, I have been
a Plutocrat!/1

On the Sun: "The sun gives off particles called
monocles./1
"Does the sun break up to form the stars?"

Planetarian Pogue, above, was once asked
a
teacher, "Now, what is 'parallax'?" As he paused to put together an appropriate answer, a student quickly responded,
"That's what you take when you're 'constellated'!/1 0

On the Pleiades: "Some stars squished up together:'
On Pluto: "Pluto is the coldest planet because it
is the smallest:'
On Mars: "It looks bloody!/1

... continued from page 29

On Living in Space: "What would happen if you
sneezed in space?/1

New releases of show software include five new full
length shows (about 45 minutes long); FICTION OR FACT,
IN THE DEEP SHADOWS OF SPACE, A DOZEN UNIVERSES, EARTH WHISPERS and CELESTIAL CYCLES, plus a
20-minute mini-show, THE RETURN OF COMET HALLEY.

I explained why the moon "follows" you: " ... when
you stop moving, the moon stops. So you're moving,
not the moon. When you look at objects in the sky, sometimes your eyes don't always tell the truth about motion:'
Response: "Do they feel guilty?/1

Hall said that, "Si nce all these shows have origi nal
music by our full-time composers, the music not only fits
the show perfectly, but does not require additional permission, or licensing for its use:'

OVERHEARD
Bearing in mind that Texas's major observatory is
the McDonald in Ft. Davis, planetarian Joh n C. Pogue
in Grand Prairie, Texas remarked: "I heard that Burger
Ki ng Observatory's telescopes are 20% bigger than
McDonald's!/1 He was reminded, however, that if they
build that 300-inch, then McDonald will be the "Home
of the Whopper./1

The new show kit descriptions are mailed in a blue
file folder labeled, "SHOW PRODUCTION MATERIALS:'
Anyone not receiving the folder by mid-April should
contact Don at: Strasenbu rgh Planetari u m, Rochester
Museum and Science Center, Box 1480, Rochester, New
York 14603. 0
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